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In its Outdoor range, Alu-Sign has come up
with an extensive range of panel profiles and
sizes, ranging from 46 mm through to 60, 100,

W

hat better way to guide the visitor to

150 and 250 mm with inserts from 4 mm to

where they need to be than the modular

8 mm. The all-climate weather resistant panels

Outdoor system, available in both single and

are supplied either in a mill finish, anodised

double-sided versions with the added guarantee

or power coated.

of being highly durable and weather resistant.
With its wide range of panels and sizes, it is

Alu-Sign’s Outdoor design solution consists

the ideal system to ensure both visitors and

of flat panels with square or rounded posts

suppliers know their way. Outdoor is aesthetic

and aluminium or plastic end caps.

and light, yet as strong as steel.

The text panels are available either single
or double-sided with variable corners.
Our Latest product is a post which can be
used with our Indoor system as text-panel
in combination with Aluminium sheets or
plexiglass with or without LED Technology.

Covers all your outdoor needs

Availability is no problem since we keep a stock

The text panels are affixed to the posts using our

of the complete range of profiles which can be

patented clam system.

supplied either with a mill finish, anodised or
power coated. Easy installation is the key
– the Outdoor system comes with four supports,
a 60 mm - a 90 mm - a square 80 mm and
a Post Led Profile.

Visibility, legibility, all-round accessibility
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Your Alusign specialist:

Alusign
Hoeikensstraat 5 bus 110 - 2830 Willebroek - Belgium
Tel.: +32 (0)3 886 53 00 - Fax: + 32 (0)3 886 73 00 - www.alusign.com
BTW: BE 0479-015-989

